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Please complete at least one task from each column.  

If you want to challenge yourself further, include the shooting star challenge - remember the sky is the limit! 
 

Science History/Geography D&T/Art/Music 
In science, we have been looking at the properties of 
materials.  
Research the inventor Spencer Silver.  
Who is he? When / Where did he live? What did he 
invent? What are the properties of his invention? 
How is it useful?  

This can be displayed as a comic strip 

 After the Easter break, we will be changing our topic 
to South America.  

Choose a South American beach and compare its 
climate to a beach in Greece. How are they similar / 
different? What wildlife can be provided in South 
American due to the change in climate? 

 After the Easter break, we will be changing our topic 
to South America. In D&T, we will be making South 
American food.  

Follow a recipe at home and make a South American 
dish. This can be sweet or savoury. We appreciate 
that it may be difficult to source ingredients. If you 
are unable to do this, research common ingredients 
that we use that originate from South America. 

What could you improve from the 
invention?  

Can you include the beach’s Beaufort 
Scale?  

Can you rewrite this into your own recipe to 
share with the class?   

Choose between the Fireworks in a Glass and Fun 
With Density experiments, provided on the Year 5 
page.  
Complete the instructions and write a conclusion of 
what you found.  

Football is the most popular amateur sport in South 
America.  

With your knowledge of football, put together your 
dream South American team. Include players and 
what South American team they currently play for. 

There are lots of different styles of art in South 
America. One in particular style is called Mola, which 
is quite similar to Pointillism.  
Research Mola art and create your own piece. 

How did the experiment work? Which 
properties of the materials made your 
experiment successful?  

Can you include their position when they 
play, their number and how many goals 
they have scored?   

 Most Mola art centres around wildlife. Can 
your Mola art include a South American 
animal? 

We have been looking at processes to separate 
materials in mixtures (magnetism, filtering and 
sieving).  
Read through the Separating Mixtures PowerPoint 
and choose a few processes to try at home. Take 
photos of your experiments and explain the method 
of separating. 

NEW FOR WEEK 2:  
For History, research important Ancient Greek 
figures. Choose one to create a factfile, ‘A story of 
their life’ or a biography about them and what they 
did in Ancient Greek Times. You could print photos of 
them or draw them too if you wanted.  

In music, we have been looking at Motown music.  
Research which instruments are most popular for 
Motown songs. What is used in ‘Dancing in the 
Street’?  
Display this however you would like: Top Trumps of 
instruments, a factfile etc 

Which mixtures cannot be separated?  Would they still be significant for 
modern life today?  

 How do the instruments change the songs? 
How would the songs sound without the 
instruments? 
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